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Complete balanced Howell rotations (CBHR) owe their origins to duplicate 
bridge tournaments but have since been shown to possess of deep combinatorial 
properties. They include many other combinatorial designs as special cases, 
such as: balanced Howell rotations, weak complete balanced Howell rotations, 
Room squares, Howell designs, and a class of balanced incomplete block 
designs. 
All known CBHR’s are for IZ partnerships such that n = 2Q’ + l), where 
p’is an odd prime power and t a natural number. In most cases, p” = 3(mod 4) 
is also assumed. Berlekamp and Hwang gave constructions of CBHR’s for 
each such n > 3 with t = 0; Schellenberg gave constructions for each such 
n with t = 1. In this paper, we construct CBHR for each such n with t arbitrary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a duplicate bridge tournament, apartnership is the unit of competition 
and a round is the unit of time during which a board can be played. At each 
round, the set of partnerships is divided into pairs, with possibly some 
partnerships sitting idle, where the two partnerships forming a pair sit at 
the same table opposing each other by playing different directions, the 
north-south (NS) direction and the east-west (EW) direction, on the same 
board. The boards played at different tables at a round need not be 
identical. In fact, some economy can be achieved if the boards played 
at the same round are always distinct since then, there is no need to 
duplicate a board. The score that a partnership obtains on a given board 
is transformed into a rank score by comparing it with the scores obtained 
by other partnerships who sit in the same direction on that board. 
(Winners are determined by the sum of the rank scores a partnership gets 
over a set of board.) Two partnerships who play the same direction on a 
given board are said to compete with each other on that board. Thus it is 
clear that the rank score a partnership gets on a board is affected by its 
competitors as well as its opponent. Though it is impossible to eliminate 
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these factors on a given board, the purpose of a %lo~ell rotation is to 
balance them over a set of boards. Parker and Mood [6] first gave a 
mathematical treatment to Howell rotations and showed that they have 
deep combinatorial properties. Berlekamp and Eiwang [I] studied the 
complete bnkmced NoweEl rotations (CBHR) which can be defined by the 
following five conditions: 
(i) Every partnership opposes every other partnership once. 
(ii) Every partnership plays every board once and has one opponent 
on every board. 
(iii) Every partnership competes equally often with every other 
partnership. 
(iv) Every board is played by at most two partnerships at a round. 
(v) Every partnership plays one board at every round. 
Many combinatorial designs can be obtained from CBHR by deleting 
one or more conditions. For example: Conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv} 
define a balanced Howell rotation [6]. Conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) 
define a weak CBHR [4]. Conditions (i), (ii), (iv), and (v) define a Room 
square [7]. Conditions (i’), (ii), (iv), and (v) define a Howell design [2] 
where (i’) is 
(i) Every partnership opposes every other partnership at most once. 
Conditions (ii) and (iii) define a class of balanced incomplete block designs. 
d Mood [6] proved that a necessary condition for the existence 
for N pratnerships is that II = 0 (mod 4). For n + 0 (mod 4) 
Berlekamp and Hwang [l] extended the definition of a CBH 
essary mod~~cat~ons to conditions (iv) and (v). T 
s were studied in [I, 3, 65. 
Ail known c ‘s have II = 2Ql -$- I), where p’ is an o 
power and t a natural number. In most cases, 111‘ =: 3 (mod 4)* the one 
e~ce~iiom being the case stacked by ~c~e~~~~~be~~ ES] where p* = 1 (iliOd 4) 
and the fhitc field GF(p”) has a generating e~ern~~t with cert.& 
properties (these properties have to be checked case by c 
For FZ L= F(pr 4 l), p’ .= 3 (mod 4) an odd prime, 
~~~~a~~ [I] gave a construction for all such n > 3 with I = 8. ~c~el~e~be~~ 
such n with t :: 1. In this paper, we prove 
exists for all such tr with t arbitrary. 
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2. SOME EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
Let H, be a CBHR for n partnerships with the set of partnerships 
x = (x, ) Xl )...) x~~-~}, the set of boards Y = ( y, ,..., Y,-~}, and the set 
of rounds 2 = (zI ,..., z,-~). The set of partnerships which play the same 
direction on a given board is called a block. Then H, has 2(n - 1) blocks. 
Let B, be the set of blocks containing X, and B, the complementary set. 
Since interchanging the directions of two blocks on a given board does not 
affect the properties of a CBHR, we assume that all blocks in B, are in the 
same direction. 
Let & = km , xzl ,..., ~i(~-d, 6 = l yil ,..., Y~(~-~)), and & = 
kl >*.-, z~(~--])}, for i = l,..., m. Let H,(a, b, c, d) be a rotation obtained 
from H, by doing the following: 
(i) Replace xj by xaj when it appears in a block of B, . 
(ii) Replace X+ by xbj when it appears in a block of B, . 
(iii) Replace yj by yej . 
(iv) Replace zj by zdi . 
Consider H%(a, b, c, d) and H,(b, a, c, d’) together where a # b, d # d’. 
Then 
(i) Every x,? opposes every xbj’ once, except X,j does not oppose 
xbj . 
(ii) Every xaj (every xhj) plays every board once and has one 
opponent on every board. 
(iii) Every x,? competes with every other xajt (or xbj with Xbj’) 
(n/2) - 1 times. Every xaj competes with every Xbj’ also (n/2) - 1 times 
except xaj competes with xbjn - 1 times. (Note that xaj competes with xbj’ 
if and only if &,j and xbjf appear in the same block.) 
(iv) Every board is played by at most two partnerships at a round. 
The analysis in (iii) actually only depends on the fact that B,, and B,, 
are in one direction while Barn and Bbrn are in the other. Whether or not X, 
is opposing X, is irrelevant. Now consider the case that B,, and Barn are 
in one direction while Barn and Bbm are in the other on a set of n - 1 
boards. Then every x,~ still competes with every other xajf (or xbj with 
xbjt) (n/2) - 1 times. But now xaj competes with xbj, if and only if xai 
and xr,$, do not appear in the same block. This occurs n/2 times if j # j’ 
and none if j = j’. 
Let Ml , Mz , M, be three m x 1y2 matrices such that Ml and M, are 
a pair of orthogonal Latin square where MI = (IQ(~)> has the property 
tbat mij(l) - k implies m,,,(l) = ,j, and M, is a symmetric ~~adal~ard 
matrix whose first row and first column contains only positive entries. 
Let R,,, be the rotation which consists of all the rotations H(a, 6, c, d) 
where m,o(l) = b, m&Z) = d. Furthermore, B,, will play the NS 
direction in H(u, b, C, d) if muh(3) = 1 and play EW if m,,,(3) = - 1. ‘Then 
R,,, is a rotation of ynyl partnerships, m(n - 1) boards, and m(n - I) 
rounds. 
THEOREM 1. llrL hers iheJollowi~~g properties. 
(i) Every partnership opposes every other partnership once except 
xii does not oppose xifjfor all i, i’, andj. 
(ii) Every purtnership plays every borad once and has one opponent 
on a board. 
(iii) Every xij competes with every other Xij’ m((n/2) -- 1) times, 
with every xi’j’ , i’ # i, m(n -- 1)/2 times. 
(iv) Every board is played by at most two partnerships at a round. 
(v) Every partnership plays one board at a round. 
Proof. 
(i) Since each column of MI contains every b = l,..., zn once, 
R,, contains IH,(u, b, 1, *> and H,Jb9 a, a, .) once for each pair of (a, b). 
(ii) Since each row of n/r, contains every b == l,..., m once, PC,, 
contains H,(u, 3, c’, .) once for each pair of (n, c), and H,(., b, c, .) once 
for each pair of (b, c)~ 
(iii) Since rnii(l) = k implies ~1.~ 1) --y j9 Bi, opposes 
same set of boards that Bjm opposes lzm . Since MS is sym 
and Bi, are always in different directi s on every board. Since MS is a 
~~adamard matrix, Bi, and lyizCn , i f i’, are in the same direction m/2 
times. Now the member of times two ~a.rt~ers~~~s compete with each other 
can be ~ol~~~~ted using our previous analysis. 
(iv) Siuce each row of 154~ contains every d = f .,..., M once, every 
set of boards is only played at one table at a given round. 
(v) Since each cc1lamn of A&z contains every d -- I,..., m unce, Fir* 
since rvi, and .M~ are crthogonal, R,‘,n cr?niains f-qa. I: Iq 
(~> 6, a9 d) once for evesgi pair (b, d). 
For a given 27%) define a halanced partition as a ~~rt~t~o~ of the n 
partnerships into n/2 pairs such that every pair in the ~a~it~o~ plays a 
di~erent board at a different round in H, . 
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THEOREM 2. A CBHR for mn partnerhsips exists if: 
(i) A CBHR for n partnerships exists and has a balanced partition. 
(ii) There exist three m x m matrices Ml , Mz , MS such that Ml 
and Mz are a pair of orthogonal Latin squares where mij(l) = k implies 
m&l) = .j, and M3 is a symmetric Hadamard matrix. 
(iii) A balanced Howell rotation exists for m partnerships. 
Proof: Conditions (i) and (ii) assure the existence of R,, with properties 
stated in Theorem 1. Let W, be a balanced Howell rotation for m 
partnerships with the set of partnerships U = {u, ,..., urn> and the set of 
boards V = {v2 ,..., v,}. Construct a rotation W,’ as follows: 
If u, opposes !.6, on board v, in W, , then xaj opposes xbj , 
j = co, l,..., n - 1 on board yclz in W,’ with xaj playing the same direction 
as x, . 
W,’ has the following properties: 
(i) Every xij opposes every Xi’j , i, i’ = l,..., m, i f i’, once. 
(ii) Every partnership plays every board in { yzn ,..., ymn} once. 
(iii) Every xij competes with every other xij’ m - 1 times, with 
every x;,~, ((m/2) - 1) times, i, i’ = l,..., m, i f i’. 
It is easy to see that R,, and W,’ together satisfy conditions (i), (ii), (iii) 
of a CBHR for my1 partnerships. The only remaining problem is a round 
assignment. 
Let P, be a balanced partition of H, . For each H(a, 6, c, d) in &,* , 
we reassign those pairs corresponding to pairs in P, to play their boards 
at round z,, . If such a pair (x,~ , xbj') plays at round z& originally in R,, , 
we now assign round .Q to both pairs (x,$ , &j) and (x,~’ , X6$‘). 
Because of the properties of a balanced partition, it is easy to verify 
that this round assignment satisfies conditions (iv) and (v) of a CBHR for 
mn partnerships. 
3. A CONSTRUCTION 
THEOREM 3. A CBHR exists for n = 2t(pr + I), n > 4, partnerships 
where pT E 3 (mod 4) is an odd prime power and t is an arbitrary positive 
integer. 
Proof. The case t = 0 was first proved by Berlekamp and Hwang [l]. 
The case t = 1 was proved by Schellenberg [S]. We prove the theorem for 
the case t > 2 by construction. 
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Let tn : 21 and n = (p”’ -I- 1). We verify that rnn satisfies the three 
conditions of Theorem 2. 
(i) From a theorem of Mullin and Nemeth [5], {(x2jr1, JY’~~‘~): 
j = 0,l ,..., (n/2) - 2) is a strong starter, i.e., (+(x2j+z - xej~rl): 
.j L 0, I,..., (n/2) - 2.: are all distinct and (xz;+r + ~“j+~:.j = 0, i,..., 
(n/2) -~ 2j are all distinct. Wallis [I 0] proved that the existence of a strong 
starter implies the existence of three pairwise orthogonal starters (see 
[lo, p. 47]), and that the existence of two orthogonal starters is equivalent 
to the existence of a starter with an adder (see [IO, p. 45]), an adder is a 
sequence (Uj:j === 0, I ,..., (n/2) - 2) such that {.FQ - LZ~ , xQ+~ - u,: 
j = 0,l ,..., (n/2) - 2) are ail distinct). Since the set of quadratic residues 
and its complementary set are difference sets, ((x2j+l, .~~j+~):j = 0, 
l,..., (n/2) -- 23 is also what Schellenberg [S] termed a balanced starter. 
It is well known (see [8] for example) that the Room square constructed 
from a balanced starter and an adder is a CBHR. A balanced partition 
for this CBHR is provided by the third orthogonal starter. The fact that 
it is a starter assures that it is a partition. The fact that it is orthogonal 
to the starter assures that every pair in it plays a different board. The 
fact that it is orthogonal to the adder assures that every pair in it plays 
at a different round. 
(ii) 
are a pair of orthogonal Latin squares and M,(I) has the property specified 
for Ml in Theorem 2. Decompose Mk(i), i = I, 2, into ($$j;) where 
M,,(i) is the upper half of M.&i) and n/r,,(i) the lower half. Note that n/r,(l) 
and M,‘(2) = ($$) is also a pair of orthogonal Latin squares. Suppose 
we have constructed M,,(l) and ,,(2), nz = 20 > 4, with the above 
stated ~ro~~rti~s. The following co ructions of k&J 1) and M&2) yield 
the same properties. 
M,,f 1) f- f?J 
l?‘&,,(f) ~/ JJJ 
i 111 !W7,,,(?) 
iv,)&?) in- PJ M,:,,,(r: 
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Using induction, it is easy to verify that Mznl(l) and M,,,(2), M&l) 
and A4,‘,(2) are indeed two pairs of orthogonal Latin squares. 
The existence of a symmetric Hadamard matrix of order 2t, t 3 2, 
follows from a theorem of Williamson (see [9, p. 3391 for example). 
(iii) A balanced Howell rotation for four partnerships has been 
given in [l]. We now use induction to prove that a CBHR for 2t partner- 
ships exists for t > 3. CBHR’s for 28 and 24 were given in [l] and [6]. 
Suppose a CBHR exists for all 2t, t’ > t 3 3 with t’ 3 5. Then by 
letting m = 4 and y1 = 2t’-2 in Theorem 3, a CBHR for 21’ partnerships 
exists. Note that we have proved a fortiori that a balanced Howell rotation 
for 2t partnerships exists for any t > 2. 
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